Observational study on the influence of averaging time on oximetry results in infants and children.
Oximetry values are influenced by the averaging time (AT) used. We aimed to evaluate the effect of different ATs on number, duration, mean single event and total integral of desaturations in preterm infants and children to convert between parameters obtained with different ATs. In a prospective observational study, 49 children underwent sleep laboratory-based polysomnography and 15 preterm infants were studied in the intensive care unit. Their raw red-to-infrared-saturation-data were reprocessed using seven different ATs (3-16 seconds). Desaturation thresholds were <80% (infants) and <90% (children), conversion formulas and their median percentage errors were calculated. We found a linear relationship between the logarithms of the ATs and those of the desaturation parameters, leading to a conversion formula with different exponents. Based on this relationship, the number of desaturations decreased from AT = 3s to AT = 16s by factor 0.28 (children) and 0.18 (infants); total oxygen saturation integral decreased by factor 0.72 (children) and 0.48 (infants). The desaturation duration increased by factor 1.89 (children) and 3.34 (infants). The number and total integral decreased, but the duration and mean single event integral increased with increasing AT. These changes were stronger in infants. Conversion formulas may facilitate comparisons between studies using different averaging times.